Choice of compute matters. Are your customers making the right choice?

Whether it's a time-consuming upgrade, a new application to support, or an effort to modernize, your customers have many choices to make. And while technology doesn't necessarily change overnight, HPE Core Compute can offer your customers a data-first modernization solution that delivers the compute backbone they need.

Data is the bedrock of a business's intrinsic value. So, the right choice of compute is essential to innovating quicker with a modern, data-first strategy.

Discover the HPE Core Compute Portfolio

HPE Core Compute runs everyday workloads at businesses around the globe. It encompasses industry-standard HPE ProLiant servers and HPE Synergy, making it secure, efficient, optimized, and engineered for a hybrid world.

Data Management Solutions From HPE

HPE Core Compute tackles digital transformation with powerhouse offerings that deliver the first complete workload-optimized portfolio with an as-a-service data-first experience.

Why HPE Core Compute?

With HPE Core Compute, your customers will no longer be shackled to a centralized data center — they can now enjoy a cloud-based compute management solution that is... Secure, efficient, and optimized Simple to operate Engineered for hybrid settings Deployed across multiple clouds, data centers, and at the edge

Ready to learn more?

Contact Arrow today and schedule an HPE Core Compute demo featuring HPE ProLiant servers. Our knowledgeable and experienced solution architects are on standby waiting for your call.

arrow4hpe@arrow.com
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